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Software Engineering Education
HARLAN D.MILLS

Abstmct-In afield as rapidly growing as software engineering, the
education problem splits into two mPjorparts-university education
and industrid education. (Some of which is givenatuniversity locations, as short courses,but considered industrial education here.) Both
parts draw on the same underlying disciplines and methoddogies. But
the people involved-both teachers and students-have different objectives andcharacteristics. Attheuniversity level students are young,
inexperienced, and datively homogeneous inbackground and abilities.
At the industrial level, students are older, more experienced, and vary
considerably in background and abilities.
commonalities andthe
In this paper,wediscusstheunderlying
overlaid differences of universityandindustrial
education in softwpre engineering The commonalities in
discipline
and
methoddogies invdve thestudyandunderstanding
of theSoftware Process,
as discussed in Section II of this special issue,and of the “Tods”
and“KnowHow” discussed in Section HI. The differences aredue
to thecharacteristicsandobjectives
of students, and show up on
curricula content and structure and in coursedefinition.

I. SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING EDUCATION
IN FLUX

object lesson, our electronics industry was strengthened significantly by the shortfall of our missile boosters compared to
those of the Soviet Union 20 years ago. As a partial result of
the severe discipline of power, space, and weight limitations in
our boosters, our electronics. was miniaturized and improved
in dramatic ways. And we leadinelectronicstodaybecause
of this history.
In reverse, we have seen an astonishing growth in computer
power and availability. And our software industry has suffered
from the lack of enforced discipline thereby, even while developing the largestsoftwaresystems knowntoday.Simply
put, we areused to squandering computer power. This bad
habit pervades industry, government, and the very sociology
andpsychology of the bulk of thecomputer programming
today. Since information processing has become an essential
part of the way society manages its industries and thereby a
key to industrial power, the inertia of several hundred thousand undisciplined programmers in the U.S. is real reason for
future concern.
We can also be sure that this causality will work in reverse.
The lack of computing scarcity provides temptations every day
in every way to excuse and condone poor performance in the
softwaresector.Indeed,thesoftwareindustryhasalready
bungled its way into a predominate share of the costs of data
processing.
Unless we address this problem with exceptional measures,
we are on the way to a “software gap” much more serious and
persistent than the famous“missile gap” which helped fuel the
very growth of our electronics industry.

A . University Education and Industrial Education
N A FIELD as rapidly growing as software engineering, the
education problem splits into two
maor parts-university
education and industrial education. (Short courses given at
university locations without degree credits are considered industrial education here.) Both parts draw on the same underlying disciplines and methodologies. But the people involved
-both teachersandstudents-havedifferentobjectivesand
characteristics.
University students are young, inexperienced, and relatively
homogeneous in background and abilities. Industrial students
areolder,moreexperienced,and
vary considerablyin background and abilities. University teachers are oriented toward a C. The Problem Perpetuated
transient student population (in 2-4 years they are gone) and
As a result of this history, the educational background and
to their own publications. Industrial teachers are oriented
to
discipline
of the vast majority of computer programmers is
a more stable student population and
to improved industrial
seriously
low.
But,
as anaturalhumantrait,most
of these
performance of students due to their education. In brief, uniprogrammers
would
rather
be
comforted
than
educated.
versity students are “supposed to be learning” while industrial
“After al, if I’m as good as the next person, I’m good enough.”
students are “supposed to be working.”
Fortunately for these programmers, there are any number of
In a field more stable than software engineering, university
industrial
short courses which will comfort, rather than edueducation plays a dominant role in shaping the principles and
cate. They are “practical,”
“easy to understand,” “the latest
values of the field, while industrial education consists of retechniques.”
On
attendance,
programmers
discover various
fresher and updating courses in fringe and frontier areas. But
new names for common sense, superficial ideas, and thereby
university education in software engineering was not available
conclude, with much comfort and relief, that they have been
to the majority of people who practice and manage it today.
up to date all the time. But unfortunately for the country,
Therefore, the principlesand values of softwareengineering
these programmers have not only learned very little, but have
are being shaped jointly by university and industrial influences.
been reinforced in the very attitude that they have little to
learn!
B. A Serious Problem
To makemattersworse,many
of thesecomfortableand
The U.S. findsitselffarahead
in computer hardware but comforting short courses make liberal
use of the term“software
also headingforaseriousproblem
in software.Inarecent
engineering” as a buzz word.Such a typical“education” in
softwareengineeringconsists
of threedays of listening, no
Manuscript received January 22, 1980;revised M a y 28, 1980.
exams,
but
a
considerable
feeling
of euphoria.
The author is withIBM Corporation, 1021 5 Fernwood Road, Bethesda,
This accident of history poses critical problems for univerM D 20034,
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in spite ofwidely differing notations due to their historical
origins.
In contrast, electrical engineering combinesphysicaland
logical design, andthereforedraws
on both continuum and
discretemathematics.Software
engineering uses continuum
mathematics only for convenient approximation, e.g., in probability or optimizationtheory.Thedifferencebetweenthe
logicaldesign of electrical engineering and the logicaldesign
of software engineering is one of scale. The logical complexity
of a large software system is orders of magnitude above the
11. WHAT Is SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING?
logical complexity of a physically realizable processor. In fact,
this ability to realize and implement logical complexity of high
A . Computer Science, Computer Programming, and
order is the reason for software.
Software Engineering
Note that discrete mathematics does not
necessarily imply
It is fashionable to relabel all computer programming as soft- finitemathematics.The
analysisof algorithms, forexample,
wareengineering today, but we will not do that here. Our leads to deep logical questions as to whether a computational
definition of software engineering requires both software and
process is finite or not, even though all operations are discrete.
engineering as essential components. By software we mean The theory of Turing machines provides another such example
not only computer programs, but all other related documenta- [81.
tionincluding user procedures,requirements,specifications,
C. Structure and Organization in Software Engineering
and software design. And by engineering, we mean a body of
knowledge and discipline comparable to other engineering curThe primarydifficultyinsoftware
engineering is logical
ricula at universities today, for example, electrical engineering complexity [ 4 ] . And the primary technique for dealing with
or chemical engineering.
complexity is structure. Because of the sheer volume of work
We distinguish software engineering from computer science to be done, software development requires two kinds of strucby the different goals of engineering and science in any fieldturing, algebraic and
organizational.
Algebraic structuring,
practical construction and discovery. We distinguish software
applied in different ways, allows mental techniques of divide
engineering from computer programming by a presence or not andconquer,withthe
same underlyingprinciples,
in the
of engineering-level discipline. Softwareengineering is based various phases of specification, design, implementation, operaon computer science and computer programming, but is dif- tion, and evolution of software.The result of properstrucferent from either of them.
to maintain
turing is intellectual control, namely the ability
Thefull disciplineof softwareengineering is not econom- perspective while dealing with detail, and to zoom in and out
ically viable in every situation. Writing high-level programs in in software analysis and design.
large well structured application systems is such an example.
The principal organizational technique is work structuringSuch programming may well benefit from software engineering between workers and machines, and further, betweenworkers.
oflanguage compilers, operating
principles, but its challenges are more administrative than tech- Software tools, in the form
systems, data entry and library facilities, etc., represent technical, more in thesubject matter than in the software.
niques of structuringworkbetweenworkersand
machines.
However, when a software package can be written for fifty
is
thousand dollars, but costs five million to fix a single error be- One majordimension of workstructuringamongpeople
cause of a necessary recall of a dangerous consumer product, along the conceptual-clerical axis, which permitseffective
isolationanddelegation
of clerical work.Otherdimensions
the product maywell requireaserioussoftwareengineering
applications. A
job, rather than a simple programming job of unpredictable arebased on subject matter in software and
surgical team represents a good example of work structuring,
quality.
with different roles predefined by the profession and previous
education.Surgery,anesthesiology,radiology,
nursing, etc.,
B. Mathematical Foundations of Software Engineering
aredimensions of workstructuring in a surgical team. The
It is characteristic of anengineering discipline to have ex- communicationbetweenthese
roles is crisp and clean-with
plicittechnicalfoundations,andsoftware
engineering is no a low bandwidth at their interface,
e.g., at the “sponge and
exception.Sincethecontent
of software is essentiallylogscalpel” level, not the whole bandwidth of medical knowledge.
ical, thefoundations of softwareengineering are primarily
A grammar school soccer team represents
a poor example of
mathematical-notthecontinuummathematics
underlying
workstructuring-thefnst
kid who reaches the ball gets to
physics or chemistry, of course, but f A t e mathematics more
kick it. But the first person reaching the patient doesn’t get
discrete and algebraic than analytic in character.
It has been
to operate,andhospital
orderlies donot becomesurgeons
remarked’ that “algebra is the natural tool to study things through on-the-job training.
made by man, and analysis the tool to study things made by
is madebymanand
algebra is indeed the D. Career Structures in Software Engineering
God.”Software
naturalmathematicaltoolforitsstudy,although
algebra
In addition to degree-level engineering skills in software, we
appearsinmanyformsand
disguises in computer science
identify the need for various grades of technician skills, and
topics. For example, automata theory, theories of syntax and for degree-level science and administrationskills as well. Within
semantics of formal languages, datastructuringandabstracthe engineering skills, we can differentiate by subject matter
all algebraic in character,
tions, and program correctness are
and further byskill level through graduate degree levels.
Just as in any other profession such as law, medicine, etc.,
’ By Professor W. Huggins, The Johns Hopkins University.
many skill categories and skill levels go into a well-formed soft-

sities, as well. The great demand for software engineering provides many temptations for lowered academic standards. The
solid mathematical bases for software analysis and design are
just emerging and are not easy to package for classroom use at
so many broad issues,
this stage. But since software touches
there is no problem in filling a semester course, or even a curriculum, with all the latest buzz words and proposals
of the
field.
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ware engineering team.Insoftwaredevelopment,
the sheer
weight of precise logic dominates, and the need for precision
procedures for design and control is critical. For example, in
law, three judges may subdivide an opinion for a joint writing
projectandmeet
the requirementsfor legal precision with
small variations in their individual vocabularies. Buta joint
software development by three programmers will not tolerate
the slightest variation in vocabulary because of the literal treatment of the design text by a computer.
The software engineer is at the center of software development and computer operations in which basic algorithms and
data processing mayrequire other advanced skills fortheir
definition, analysis, and validation. Because of this, graduate
science and administrative skills are frequent partners in software development, and the software engineer needs to be at
home with an interdisciplinary approach.
Within software engineering, we can identify several areas of
concentration which have the depth andsubstance that can
occupya person through a life-long career. Those areas includesuchtopics
as compilers,operating systems, data-base
systems, real-time control systems, and distributed processing
systems. These specialties in software engineering usually
require graduate-level education for effective team leadership
and advanced technical contributions.

Designers can understand, evaluate, and criticize each other’s
work in a common objective framework. In a phrase of Weinbe% [ 251, people can better practice “egoless software design”
by focusing criticisms on the design and not the author. Such
design principles also provide direct criteria for more formal
design inspection procedures so that designers, inspectors, and
management can better prepare for, conduct, and interpret the
results of periodic orderly design inspections.

111. SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING
PRACTICES
A . Elements of Software Engineering
The effective practice of software engineering must be based
on its technical foundations just as any other engineering activity, in combining real world needs and technical possibilities
into practical designs and systems. For our purposes it is convenient to classify the disciplines and procedures of software
engineering into three categories.
1) Design-(after Plato, Phaedrus). “First, the taking in of
scattered particulars under one Idea, so that everyone understands what is being talked about . . . Second, the separation
of the Idea into parts, by dividing it at the joints, as nature
directs, not breaking any limb inhalf as a bad carver might.”
2) Development-The organization ofdesign activities into
sustained softwaredevelopment,including
the selectionand
use of tools and operational procedures for work structuring
among different categories of personnel.
3) Management-Requirements analysis, project definition,
identifying the right personnel, and the estimation,scheduling,
measurement, and controlof software design and development.

B. Software Engineering Design
The availability of useful, tested, and well-documented principles of software specification and design has exploded in the
past decade, in three distinct areas, namely,
1) sequential process control-characterized by structured
programming and program correctness ideas of Dijkstra
[ 71, Hoare [ 141, Linger, Mills, and Witt [ 171, and Wirth
[%I, (271;
2) systemand data structuring-characterized bymodular
decomposition ideas of Dijkstra [ 91, Dahl [ 71, FerrentinoandMills[11],[19],andParnas[22]:
3) real-time and multidistributed processing control-characterized by concurrent processing and process synchronization ideas of Brinch Hansen [ 51, Dijkstra [ 101, Hoare
[151, and Wirth 1281.
The value of these design principles is in the increased discipline andrepeatability they provide forthe design process.

C. Software Engineering Development

Even though the primary conceptual work of software engineering is embodied in design, the organization and support
of design activities into sustainedsoftwaredevelopment is a
significant activity in itself, as discussed in [3],[20].The
selectionand defiition of design and programming support
languages andtools, the use of library support systems to
maintain the state of a design under development, thetest
andintegrationstrategy,
all impact the design process in
major ways. So the disciplines, tools,andprocedures
used
to sustain software
development
need
to be scrutinized,
structured, andchosen as carefully as the design principles
themselves.
The principalneed
for development discipline is in the
intellectual control andmanagement ofdesign
abstractions
and details on a large scale. Brooks [6] states that “conceptual integrity is the most important consideration in systems
design.”
Design
and
programming
languages are required
which deal with procedure abstractions and data abstractions,
with system structure, and with the harmonious cooperation
of multidistributed processes. Design library support systems
are needed for the convenient creation, storage, retrieval, and
modification of design units, and for the overall assessment of
design status and progress against objectives.
The isolationanddelegation
of work between conceptual
and clerical activities, andbetween various subactivities in
both categories is of critical importance to asustainedand
manageable development effort. Chief programmer teams [ 31
embody such work structuringfor small andmedium size
projects. In larger projects, an organization of Chief Programmer Teams and other functional units is required.
D. Software Engineering Management

The management of software engineering is primarily the
management of a design process, and represents a most difficult
intellectual activity. Even though the process is highly creative,
it must be estimated and scheduled so that various parts of the
design activity can be coordinated and integrated into a harmonious result, and so that users can plan on results as well.
The intellectual control
that
comes from well-conceived
design and development disciplines and procedures is invaluable in achieving this result. Without that intellectual control,
even the best managers face hopeless odds in trying to see the
work through.
In order to meet cost/schedule committmentsinthe face
of imperfectestimationtechniques,asoftware
engineering
manager must practice a manage-and-design-to-costlschedule
process. That process calls for a continuous and relentless
rectification of design objectives with the cost/schedule required for achieving those objectives. Occasionally, this rectification can be simplified by a brilliant new approach or technique, which increases productivity and shortens time in the
development process. But usually, just because the best possible approaches and techniques known are already planned, a
shortfall, or even a windfall in achievable software,requires
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consultation with the user in order
to make the best choices
among function, performance, cost, and schedule.
It is especially important to take advantage of windfalls, to counter
othershortfalls; too often windfallsare
unrecognizedand
squandered. The intellectual control of good software design
not only allows better choice in a current development, but
also permitssubsequentimprovements of functionand performance in awell-designed baseline system.
In software engineering, there are two parts to an estimatemaking a good estimate and making
the estimate good. It is
up to the software engineering manager to see that both parts
are right, along with the right function and performance.

IV. PRINCIPLES
OF EDUCATION
I N SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING
A . Degrees in Software Engineering
A degree in software engineering should first of all be an engineering degree, dealing with engineering design and construction. It should not simply be a computer programming degree
or a computer science degree. As already noted, there is much
programming to be done in society, and other curricula inarts
and science or business administration should be called upon
to provide properly focused education for more general programming in business and science applications.The
UCLA
masters program in Computer Science [ 161 is a good model of
such other curricula, which has high-technology content, yet
does not pretend tobe software engineering.
The usual principles of university education should apply to
a curriculum in software engineering, namely thatit be a preparation for a career based on topics
of reasonable half life,
while producing entry-level job skills, and the ability to learn
later. These objectives are not incompatible because the very
topics required for dealing with technically challenging software problems are generally basic topics of long life, and do
indeed prepare people for more advanced education and continued learning. It is well known that mathematics andscience
so, as arule, soft
are more easily learnedwhenyoungand
topics should be deferred for postgraduateexperience and continued learning. There is real danger in over using soft topics
and survey courses loaded with buzz words to provide nearterm jobentry salability.But
withoutadequatetechnical
foundationspeople will becomedeadendedinmid-career,
just when they are expected to solve harder problems as individuals, as members or as managers, of teams.
Inthethree
categories of software engineering practices
listed above, studies in
design practices are prime candidates
for early university education; development practices should
be phased inlater,andmanagementpracticesdeferredfor
continuedpostdegreelearning,
after considerableexperience
in individual and team practicein software engineering.
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who are likely to drop out early because of the lack of deeper
technical abilities.
It is characteristic in software engineering that the problems
to be solved by advanced practitioners require sustained efforts
over months or years from many people, often in the tens or
of mass problem-solving effort requires
hundreds.Thiskind
a radically different kind of precision and scope in techniques
than is required for individualproblem solvers. If that precision and scope is not gained in universityeducation, it is
difficult to acquire it later, no matter how well motivated or
adept a person might be at individual, intuitive approaches to
problem solving.
We all know of experiencesinelementarymathematics
courses in getting little
or no credit for guessing correct answers without showing the process for finding them. There was
a good reason,because guessing answers to small problems cannot be scaled up to larger problems, whereas processes need to
solve smaller problems can be scaled up. That scale up problem is the principal difference between computer programming
and software engineering.
C. Curriculum Topics

ACM Curriculum '78 [2] is a well-accepted prescription for
an undergraduate degree incomputerscience/programming.
But there are those who believe that Curriculum '78 does not
presentenough,and
the rightkind of mathematics. In any
case, this author believes that degrees in software engineering
should be considerably stronger in discrete mathematics
than
suggested byCurriculum '78. In particular,acurriculum in
software engineering should require a good working knowledge
of the first-order predicate calculus, the algebras of sets, functionsandrelations,anda
deep enoughunderstanding
of
mathematical reasoning to use it in a flexible way in large and
complexproblems. We arebeginning to seeevidence of the
practical power of mathematical reasoning in mastering soft[ 121,
ware complexity, for example in program verification
and in the development of entire software systems, suchas the
UCLA UnixSecurity Kernel [24]. With suchafoundation,
the curriculum can provide an understanding of algorithms [ 11,
computerprograms
[17],[261, [271datastructures
[13],
data abstractions [ 181, and data bases [23] as mathematical
objects.
D. Adult University Education

The rapid growth of software engineering means that there
will be a considerable amount of adult education in university
work (incontrast to short courseswhichmaybegiven
in
universities on a nondegree basis.) Typically these will be advanceddegrees forpeoplewith
an already good foundation
inmathematicsor engineering science. It is to be expected
that adult education will go on in parallel in arts and sciences,
same
and in business administrationschoolsformuchthe
B. Foundations and Problem Solving
reason because the whole industry is growing rapidly. Butas
This is a difficult dilemma in university cumcula in balancing noted before, we distinguish between programming and softthe needs for solid technical foundations and to learn problem ware engineering and we mean to discuss here adult university
solving. Of course, this dilemma is not unique to software en- education in software engineering only.
Adult students inuniversitycurricula haveadvantages and
gineering. Limiting topics to techniques allows a more efficient
out of
education process in terms of quantity, volume, and quality of disadvantagesover 'youngerstudentscomingdirectly
techniques that are teachable. But it is frequently difficult for previous education. Their advantages are intheirmotivation
students to apply such techniques in
problem-solving contexts. and in the fact that they have a larger experience base in which
Problem solving is a great motivator and confidence builder. to embed the ideas, techniques, etc., they receive in the educaBut too muchemphasis on problem solving cuts into the tion process. Their disadvantages are in being rustyinthe
amount of technique preparation possible, and produces stu- learning process and possibly in having their education somedents able to make a good first showing in their career but what outmodedthroughthe
passageof time. On balance,
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people who are motivated enough
to return for adult education at the university level, are usually superior students and
get more out of their education than their younger peers, but
they should be expected to live up to the academic standards
of the institution.
E. Laboratory Courses in Software Engineering
We know from other science and engineering disciplines that
laboratory courses are usually more difficult to develop than
lecturecourses. In software,simplylettingpeoplelearn
by
themselves in developing programs and systems as projects can
lead to two weeks of experience repeated seven times rather
than a fourteen-week laboratory course of cumulative experience. The problemwithsuchopen-loop
student projects is
that much of the time is spent on recovering from unwise decisions or poor executionsmade earlier, with littlereal learning
going on.
A degree programinsoftware
engineering shouldcontain
aminimumsequence
of laboratorycourses, which is based
on understanding and modifying existing programs and
solving hardware/softwareintegrationproblemsbeforeproceeding to program design and development and later into system
specificationand
design. Thislaboratorysequenceshould
which
proceedfrom 1) a highly structuredenvironmentin
carefully conceived programs (with carefully conceived problems)are presented to students for testingandmodification
where students design and
to 2) less structuredsituations
develop small, then large, software products from well-defined
specifications,finally
to 3) even less structuredsituations
where they deal with informal requirements from which specificationsand designs are to be developed. In thissequence
there is an opportunity to identifyproblems, which all students encounter simultaneously, forwhich instructors can help
A hardware/softwareindevelopapproachesandsolutions.
tegration problem early in
the laboratory sequence seems especially important for software engineering students, because
there are usually important interfaces between hardware and
software in the high-performance systems dealt with by software engineering.
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